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Lesson   Overview   
Lesson   Objective:     Our   aim   is   to   inform   students   about   the   vaccine   development   process,   

especially   in   regards   to   testing   and   ensuring   safety.   Furthermore,   we   want   to   foster   a   deeper   

understanding   of   the   immune   system   and   how   it   interacts   with   a   vaccine.   As   part   of   this,   we   aim   

to   inculcate   healthy   practices   in   warding   off   pathogens,   something   especially   important   in   the   

current   pandemic.   

Curriculum   Overview:     By   the   end   of   our   lesson,   students   will   be   able   to…   

● List/explain   the   basic   strategies   in   regards   to   vaccine   creation   

● List/explain   the   general   stages   of   the   vaccine   development   process   

● Identify   the   major   components   present   in   the   human   immune   system   

● Explain   how   parts   of   the   immune   system   work   together   to   protect   against   pathogens     

● Explain   how   vaccines   bolster   the   immune   response   to   viruses   

● Explain,   at   a   brief   level,   what   herd   immunity   is   and   how   vaccines   help   foster   it   

● Explain,   specifically,   the   type   of   vaccine   being   developed   to   immunize   individuals   against   

COVID-19   

● List   the   key   strategies   needed   to   stay   safe   and   healthy   during   the   coronavirus   pandemic   

● Discuss,   at   a   deeper   level,   potential   societal,   legislative,   and   community-based   changes   

that   can   be   made   to   keep   everyone   safe   during   the   pandemic   and   minimize   spread   

Lesson   Goals:     In   this   lesson,   we   will   be   covering   the   following   topics…   

● The   differences   in   types   of   vaccines   

● The   vaccine   creation,   development,   and   testing   process   

● How   the   human   immune   system   works   

● How   vaccines   support   the   immune   system   in   fighting   viruses   

● The   importance   of   herd   immunity   in   overcoming   a   pandemic   

● Key   safety   strategies   to   avoid   spreading   COVID   until   the   vaccine   becomes   widely   

accessible   

Mode   of   Instruction:    This   lesson   took   place   over   a   Zoom   call   with   22   attendees   in   order   to   

maximize   the   safety   and   accessibility   of   the   information   provided.   

Materials:     
● Zoom   Meetings   

● “Immunity   and   the   Vaccine   Development   Process”   -   Google   Slides   presentation   
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● Interactive   online   simulations   from   the   History   of   Vaccines   website   to   supplement   the   

lesson   through   visual   learning   

○ How   Vaccines   Work   
○ How   Vaccines   are   Made   
○ Types   of   Vaccines   
○ Herd   Immunity   

● Gimkit   -   question   deck   on   COVID-19   Vaccine   and   general   immunology   

● “Thinking   Deeper   Questions”   -   open-ended   discussion   prompts   for   students   to   answer   in   

small   group   breakout   rooms   

● “Bell   Ringer   Ending   Quiz”   -   Multiple   choice   end-of-lesson   quiz   to   assess   the   level   of   

understanding   of   materials   

Instruction   Plan:    Approximately   a   one-hour   lesson   

● Introduction   &   Ice   Breakers    (5   minutes) :     

○ Introduce   ourselves   and   allow   the   audience   to   get   to   know   each   other   through   

quick   ice   breaker   questions.   

● Immunity   and   Vaccine   Development   Presentation    (20   minutes) :     

○ Go   through   Google   Slides   presentation   to   cover   all   the   main   topics   regarding   

immunity   and   vaccines.   

● Interactive   Online   Simulations    (5   minutes) :     

○ Go   through   the   four   interactive   online   simulations   (over   screenshare,   but   provide   

links   to   the   audience   as   well).   

○ How   Vaccines   Work,   How   Vaccines   are   Made,   Types   of   Vaccines,   Herd   Immunity   

● Competitive   Group   Game    (5   minutes) :   

○ Engage   audiences   in   an   educational   Gimkit   game,   allowing   them   to   participate   in   

friendly   competition   while   revising   information   covered   in   presentation   

● Thinking   Deeper   Discussion    (12   minutes) :     

○ Introduce   the   open   ended   discussion   prompts   and   allow   students   to   share   their   

thoughts   in   3-4   person   breakout   rooms.   

● Bell   Ringer   Ending   Quiz    (8   minutes) :     

○ Allow   students   to   take   Google   Forms   quiz   to   assess   level   of   understanding   

● Conclusion    (5   minutes) :     

○ Wrap   up   the   lesson   by   answering   questions   and   quickly   reviewing   the   concepts   

we   talked   about   and   giving   students   the   chance   to   correct   their   answers   
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Background/Supporting   Information   
Immunity,   and   The   Role   of   Vaccines   

The   objective   of   the   immune   system   integral   to   the   survival   of   all   human   beings:   

protecting   the   human   body   from   invasive   microorganisms   (e.g.   bacteria,   fungi,   viruses,   and   

toxins).   It   is   composed   of   different   organs   (such   as   tonsils,   thymus,   and   lymph   nodes)   

throughout   the   entire   body,   as   well   as   cells   that   operate   in   blood   and   practically   every   part   of   the   

body.When   a   child   is   born,   they’re   born   with   an   innate   immunity.   Innate   immunity   refers   to   the   

immune   system   that   the   child   inherits   from   his   or   her   mother,   through   gestation   and   the   

umbilical   cord.   This   serves   as   the   line   of   first   response;   it   patrols   the   body.   The   cells   used   by   the   

innate   immune   system   are   known   as   phagocytes.     

The   body   also   gains   immunity   throughout   life.   Known   as   the   adaptive   or   acquired   

immune   system,   this   is   the   system   that   produces   antibodies   to   fight   infections.   The   adaptive   

immune   system   employs   B   and   T   cells   to   fight   infection,   and   B   lymphocytes   are   responsible   for   

the   development   of   specific   antibodies   after   the   body   has   been   exposed   to   a   foreign   agent.   This   

is   where   vaccines   come   into   play   to   help   the   immune   system.   In   general,   vaccines   cause   an   

imitation   infection,   allowing   the   body   to   produce   specific   antibodies   for   the   virus   or   toxin;   the   

imitation   infection   is   weaker   than   an   actual   infection   so   most   people   don’t   experience   any   real   

symptoms   after   getting   a   vaccine   administered.   Once   the   imitation   infection   is   over,   the   body   still   

has   a   provision   of   the   antibodies   for   that   specific   infection,   making   it   easy   to   fight   in   the   future.   

Vaccines:   The   Basics   

There   are   three   main   strategies   for   vaccines.   
Strategy   1:   Live   Attenuated   Vaccines   

Weakening   the   virus   is   one   of   the   most   popular   methods   used,   and   many   vaccines   such   

as   the   measles,   mumps,   and   rubella   vaccines   employ   this   strategy.   Viruses   can   only   spread   and   

cause   disease   within   the   body   by   reproducing   thousands   of   times,   so   weakening   the   

reproductive   capabilities   of   the   virus   allows   it   to   reproduce   only   a   handful   of   times.   This   means   

that   the   body   can   quickly   and   effectively   fight   this   virus   while   training   the   B-cells   to   remember   

how    to   fight   the   virus,   preventing   the   average   person   from   contracting   the   vaccinated   disease   

again.   
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Strategy   2:   Inactivated   Vaccines   
Another   popular   method   is   to   inactivate   the   virus   altogether.   This   eliminates   any   

possibility   of   the   virus   reproducing,   but   the   host   body   still   stores   ‘memory’   of   the   virus   cells,   

which   can   be   used   to   fight   the   illness.   This   method   reduces   the   possibility   of   contracting   the   

disease   entirely   and   can   be   safely   administered   to   immunocompromised   and   

immunosuppressed   patients.   The   main   drawback,   however,   is   that   multiple   doses   of   inactivated   

virus   are   often   necessary   for   the   same   level   of   immunity.   The   polio,   Hepatitis   A,   and   rabies   

vaccines   employ   this   method.     

Strategy   3:   Subunit/Conjugate   Vaccines   
A   third   strategy   with   the   best   weighted   results   is   using   part   of   the   virus   for   the   vaccine.   

This   only   works   in   the   cases   where   immune   response   is   targeted   to   a   specific   part   of   a   virus.   

The   benefits   of   this   strategy   are   that   it   can   be   provided   to   immunosuppressed   patients   and   

maintains   the   lasting   immunity   of   a   weakened   virus   vaccine   after   just   two   doses.   Vaccines   using   

this   strategy   include   the   hepatitis   B,   shingles,   and   HPV   vaccines.     
The   COVID-19   Vaccine   

Unlike   the   vaccines   described   in   the   sections   above,   the   COVID-19   vaccine   currently   

being   developed   is   an   mRNA   vaccine,   in   which   the   mRNA   of   the   virus   is   injected   into   human   

muscle   cells,   producing   proteins   according   to   the   mRNA   strand,   allowing   the   body   to   build   

immunity   to   the   virus.   The   main   drawback   is   that   nucleic   acids   are   unstable,   and   easily   digested   

by   the   body.   At   this   point,   three   major   biotechnology   companies   have   synthesized   vaccines   with   

varying   characteristics   and   efficacy   rates:   Pfizer-BioNTech,   Moderna,   and   Johnson   &   Johnson.   

As   the   vaccine   is   becoming   available   to   the   public,   it   is   important   to   continue   following   all   social   

distancing   and   mask   wearing   guidelines   to   ensure   your   own,   along   with   everyone   else’s,   safety.   

The   Vaccine   Development   Process   

According   to   the   CDC,   there   are   six   general   stages   of   the   vaccine   development   process,   

some   of   which   have   their   own   substages.    The   six   stages   are:   (1)   Exploratory   stage,   (2)   

Pre-clinical   stage,   (3)   Clinical   development,   (4)   Regulatory   review   and   approval,   (5)   

Manufacturing,   (6)   Quality   control.     

The   Exploratory   Stage:    This   stage   focuses   on   basic   laboratory   research,   and   can   last   

up   to   four   years.   The   scientists   are   trying   to   identify   natural   and   synthetic   antigens   that   can   help   

treat   or   prevent   a   disease.   These   antigens   are   generally   derivations   of   a   pathogen.     
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The   Preclinical   Stage:    Scientists   use   tissue   culture,   cell   culture,   or   animal   testing   to   test   

the   safety   of   the   identified   antigens,   as   well   as   the   ability   of   the   candidate   vaccine   to   compel   an   

immune   response;   the   phase   lasts   one-two   years.   This   stage   allows   scientists   to   predict   human   

response   as   well   as   safe   starting   doses.   This   stage   constitutes   a   narrowing   of   the   process,   as   

most   vaccines   don’t   make   it   past   this   point   due   to   lack   of   safety   or   immune   response.     

The   Clinical   Development   Stage:    The   clinical   development   stage   is   actually   composed   

of   three   sub-phases.   The   first   sub-phase   consists   of   small   groups   of   people   receiving   the   

formulated   vaccine.   The   second   sub-phase   expands   the   clinical   trial,   and   includes   people   of   the   

same   demographic   (age,   race,   gender)   as   the   intended   patients   of   the   vaccine.   The   third   

sub-phase   is   perhaps   the   widest,   where   the   vaccine   is   administered   to   thousands   of   people   and   

evaluated   for   safety,   effectiveness,   and   efficacy.     

Moreover,   many   vaccines   undergo   a   fourth   phase,   where   they   are   put   through   further   

ongoing   studies   to   make   sure   that   they   are   truly   safe   and   effective.   The   other   stages   of   the   

development   process   differ   based   on   the   country   (vaccines   made   in   the   US,   for   example,   are   

regulated   by   the   FDA)   and   are   more   self-explanatory.   The   manufacturing   stage   constitutes   the   

mass-production   of   the   vaccine   for   widespread   distribution.   The   quality   control   stage   is   integral   

to   the   process,   where   vaccines   undergo   a   final   test   to   certify   their   efficacy   and   safety.     

Public   Health   Practices   

For   most   infections,   viral   and   bacterial,   the   spread   of   the   infection   can   be   contained   with   

good   health   practices.   Many   of   these   practices   have   become   more   publicized   since   the   

outbreak   of   the   coronavirus.   Some   of   the   central   tenets   of   immune   practices   include:   washing   

your   hands   thoroughly   and   often;   avoiding   touching   your   face,   eyes,   and   nose   with   unwashed   

hands;   avoiding   close   contact   in   public   (six-foot   distance   from   others);   wearing   a   mask   to   

prevent   the   spread   of   respiratory   diseases;   covering   coughs   &   sneezes;   and,   cleaning   and   

disinfecting   frequently-touched   surfaces   (including   phones).   Another   important   public   health   

concept   is   the   concept   of   herd   immunity.   Herd   immunity   requires   a   sufficient   proportion   (varying   

majorities)   of   the   population   to   be   successfully   immunized   against   an   infection.   Herd   immunity   

allows   the   vaccinated/immunized   majority   to   protect   the   unvaccinated   minority   who   perhaps   

cannot   receive   the   vaccine.   For   the   COVID-19   pandemic,   estimates   the   point   of   herd   immunity   

to   be   70%   of   the   population.   This   number   changes   based   on   the   infection   though.   The   steps   to   

achieve   this   herd   immunity   involve   the   creation   of   an   effective   COVID-19   vaccine,   widespread   

distribution   of   the   vaccination,   and   achieving   the   necessary   percentage   of   immunized   people.   
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Holistic   Schedule   (preparation   to   presentation):   
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Lesson   Plan   Schedule:   

  
Presentation   at   cross-curricular   vaccine   education   initiative:   
  

As   a   part   of   our   health   education   campaign,   we   took   our   outreach   to   the   next   level   by   

participating   in   a   cross-curricular   vaccine   education   demonstration   at   our   school.   We   combined  

the   parts   of   our   curriculum   focused   on   vaccinations   and   public   health   in   order   to   present   to   

1000+   students   in   a   course   of   two   days   on   what   herd   immunity   is,   why   it’s   important,   and   how   

we   can   reach   that   standard   as   a   society.   We   were   able   to   impact   a   much   larger   magnitude   of   

the   student   population,   and   further   our   goal   of   increasing   public   safety   in   our   community.   
  

For   this   initiative,   we   used   a   condensed   version   of   the   presentation   displayed   below.    Here   is   a   

link    to   the   cross-curricular   vaccine   presentation.     

   

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1m59U_wfGG_YWiqaMD919wJBuUsDlg1FMY_RkDsl-kzE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1m59U_wfGG_YWiqaMD919wJBuUsDlg1FMY_RkDsl-kzE/edit?usp=sharing
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Materials     
Immunity   and   the   Vaccines   Development   Slideshow   -    (link   to   full   presentation)     

   

  

  

  

    

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1MUTi1frkfqXAsuklWEy4FH3s7wC8JzeGjSWw1_snMiE/edit?usp=sharing
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Interactive   Gimkit 

  

  

Thinking   Deeper   Questions   

1. Using   the   main   characteristics   of   how   vaccines   work,   describe   how   the   overuse   of   

vaccines   can   be   detrimental   towards   overall   public   health   in   the   future.   

2. Describe   how   the   proper   implementation   of   and   overarching   access   to   vaccines   can   

promote   a   healthier   and   safer   population.   

3. Construct   an   analogy   to   explain   the   role   and   relationship   between   phagocytes   and   B   &   T   
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cells.   

4. What   would   be   potential   consequences   of   a   society   not   being   able   to   achieve   the   

minimum   threshold   for   herd   immunity?   

5. How   can   we   help   convince   the   greater   population   of   the   safety   &   effectiveness   of   the   

upcoming   COVID-19   vaccine?   

6. What   are   potential   changes   we   can   make,   either   legislative   or   community-based,   to   

ensure   that   more   individuals   follow   mask-wearing   and   social   distancing   guidelines?   

Vaccine   Development   and   Immunity   Interactive   Simulations   

  

Interview   Transcripts   with   Dr.   Cheng   
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Vaccines   and   Immunology   Multiple   Choice   Quiz   
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Results   
Trial   Lesson   Run   #1   -   Held   over   Discord   

  

Main   Takeaways:     

● Increase   audience   involvement   and   interaction,   in   the   form   of   games   and   engaging   

activities   

● Spend   less   time   on   presentation   and   more   time   on   discussion   

● Take   breaks   throughout   the   lesson   to   answer   questions   (not   just   at   the   end)   

Lesson   Run   #2   -   Held   over   Zoom   

  

(We   got   most   of   them   to   turn   their   cameras   on   and   smile   for   the   picture   during   a   break!)   
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Sample   Student   Responses   (Anonymous)   from   Thinking   Deeper   Discussion   Questions   

Using   the   main   characteristics   of   how   vaccines   work,   describe   how   the   overuse   of   vaccines   can   

be   detrimental   towards   overall   public   health   in   the   future.   

“When   vaccines   lose   their   effectiveness,   then   the   entire   public   does   not   have   herd   

immunity   and   this   could   impact   everyone,   including   those   who   aren’t   able   to   be   

vaccinated   in   the   first   place.   They   would   lose   effectiveness   because   an   overuse   of  

vaccines   could   cause   super-evolving   viruses,   which   evolve   too   quickly   to   have   a   proper   

vaccine.   There’s   also   the   possibility   of   vaccine-resistant   viruses,   just   like   there   are   

antibiotic-resistant   bacteria.”   

Describe   how   the   proper   implementation   of   and   overarching   access   to   vaccines   can   promote   a   

healthier   and   safer   population.   

“The   proper   implementation   of   vaccines   can   help   immunize   a   greater   population   of   

people,   which   would   lead   to   greater   benefits   both   for   general   wellbeing   and   increased   

life   expectancy.   Distributing   a   surplus   of   vaccines   allows   people   that   need   it   but   can’t   

afford   it   to   access   it,   which   stops   the   spread   of   the   disease   caused   by   the   virus   at   hand.”   

Come   up   with   an   analogy   to   explain   the   role   and   relationship   between   phagocytes   and   B   &   T   

cells.   

“We   thought   of   a   security   system.   The   security   camera   is   the   sensor,   which   can   detect   

when   something   looks   off.   However,   the   camera   itself   doesn’t   change   its   actions   based   

on   what   it   senses.   The   person   watching   the   feed   behind   the   camera   is   the   one   who   

might   signal   guards   or   ring   an   alarm.   Phagocytes   represent   the   camera   because   they   

are   always   looking   for   invaders   while   B   &   T   cells   represent   the   person   because   they   

have   a   specific   immune   response   based   on   the   type   of   invader.”   

What   would   be   potential   consequences   of   a   society   not   being   able   to   achieve   the   minimum   

threshold   for   herd   immunity?   

“The   consequences   of   not   being   able   to   reach   the   minimum   threshold   for   herd   immunity   

would   be   a   mass   spread   of   the   disease.   If   not   enough   people   are   vaccinated,   the   

disease   will   continue   to   spread   and   affect   all   vulnerable   people,   while   people   are   still   

under   the   impression   that   they   are   safe.”   

How   can   we   help   convince   the   greater   population   of   the   safety   &   effectiveness   of   the   upcoming   
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COVID-19   vaccine?   

“The   best   route   is   probably   education,   just   explaining   how   the   vaccine   will   work   together   

with   the   immune   system   to   protect   people   against   COVID-19.   It’s   also   important   to   show   

people   that   to   some   extent,   it’s   a   social   responsibility   to   take   the   vaccine,   since   we   will   

need   to   reach   herd   immunity.”   

What   are   potential   changes   we   can   make,   either   legislative   or   community-based,   to   ensure   that   

more   individuals   follow   mask-wearing   and   social   distancing   guidelines?   

“One   potential   change   for   communities   is   strict   mask   mandates   with   fines.   While   this   

may   be   highly   controversial,   it   has   proven   to   be   effective   in   many   countries,   and   doing   

so   will   reduce   the   spread   of   COVID-19   and   reduce   the   drastic   increase   in   cases.   These   

mandates   should   be   accompanied   with   fines   to   ensure   individuals   follow   the   law,   

causing   most   to   wear   a   mask.”   

Multiple   Choice   Quiz   Results   

Taken   at   the   end   of   the   lesson   -   following   presentation,   simulations,   discussion,   Gimkit,   and   

opportunities   for   Q/A   
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